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ABSTRACT
We build an efficient and reliable data transport protocol on top of the Short Message Service (SMS). We conduct a series of experiments to characterize SMS behaviour under bursty, unconventional workloads. This study examines how variables such as the transmission order, delay between transmissions, the network interface used, and the time-of-day affect the service. We present the design and implementation of our transport protocol. We show that by adapting to the unique channel conditions of SMS we can reduce message overhead by as much as 50% and increase data throughput by as much as 545% over the approach used by existing applications. Although the transport protocol can provide efficient, low-bandwidth, moderate-latency data communication between mobile devices throughout the world, we believe that this work has the largest potential impact in developing regions where SMS is often the only option for wireless data communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Short Message Service (SMS) is a phenomenally popular global wireless service. In 2008 alone, nearly 3.5 trillion SMS messages were sent [29]. In the United States, SMS usage tripled between 2007 and 2009, with over 1 trillion messages being sent in the US in 2008 [5]. Today SMS has grown beyond its traditional use as a mobile-to-mobile text messaging service and has become an integral component of many mobile applications. For example, the service is commonly used to conduct electronic surveys, provide e-voting services, send calendar notifications, search the Internet, and exchange status updates with servers on the Internet. The list of uses continues to grow with no sign of slowing down.

We build an efficient and reliable data transport protocol on top of SMS. This work builds significantly over preliminary work [26] both in the depth of analysis and completeness and evaluation of the protocol design. Specifically, this paper makes two major contributions.

First, we motivate the design of our transport protocol through a characterization of the SMS service of a major Canadian cellular network provider. This paper explores the complex behaviour of this service from the perspective of mobile applications that use SMS to exchange data between devices. Through experimentation with a variety of commodity smartphones and USB tethered cell phones, we classify the channel characteristics of SMS and identify key variables that affect its performance. Unlike networks such as the Internet, SMS can introduce significant delays, messages are rarely lost, message reordering is common, and the service does not suffer from congestion drops. Thus conventional transport protocols, such as TCP, are unsuitable for use over SMS. By examining the service from the perspective of a mobile device sending bursts of messages, this paper differentiates itself from previous work that has focused purely on aggregate statistics as observed by service providers. Our measurement tools are available for further study of other cellular networks [8].

Second, we design and implement an efficient SMS-based data transport protocol that we call SMS-TP. SMS-TP provides reliable data transport while attempting to minimize message overhead and maximize data throughput of successful data transfers. We have implemented SMS-TP as a stand-alone library in Java Micro Edition. Our implementation is compliant with the Java Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) and can therefore be embedded into a wide range of applications running on Java enabled cell phones, smartphones, and PC environments (using a USB tethered cell phone). The current implementation can be downloaded for free [8]. While we do not claim that our transport protocol is optimal, our protocol significantly outperforms existing, available, alternatives. We show that by adapting to the unique channel conditions of SMS, SMS-TP can reduce message overhead by as much as 50% and increase data throughput by as much as 545% over the existing method used by existing mobile applications to exchange large amounts of data over SMS.
This paper begins with an overview of SMS and prior work. Section 3 describes our measurement study and we present out experimental results in Section 4. Section 5 describes the design of SMS-TP. We evaluate the protocol in Section 6.

2. MOTIVATION

2.1 The benefits of SMS

The growing adoption of SMS in mobile systems is due to a number of factors that make SMS a desirable medium for mobile data exchange:

- **Ubiquity**: SMS is a globally accepted standard and available to cellular subscribers in nearly every developed and developing country in the world. Today, GSM service alone is available in over 220 countries across 860 networks [12]. Moreover, alternatives to SMS, such as the Enhanced Message Service (EMS) and GPRS/EDGE, are poorly supported or sparsely deployed outside of developed regions [18].

- **Reliability**: Like traditional mail servers, SMS uses a central server called the Short Message Service Center (service center) to provide reliable store-and-forward message delivery between two mobile devices [19, 1]. When a message is accepted for delivery, the sender is reasonably guaranteed that the message will either reach its destination or expire after a few days.

- **APIs**: The ability to programmatically send and receive SMS messages is a standard feature of all major mobile development platforms [24]. SMS Gateways have also proliferated, thus enabling applications on the Internet to seamlessly communicate with mobile devices.

- **Device-to-device communication**: SMS provides mobile devices the ability to communicate with each other directly. Unlike cellular data services, where devices are typically behind a NAT and allocated an IP address using DHCP, SMS provides mobile devices the ability to communicate with each other directly using their phone number. Thus, mobile devices can both send and receive data without the need to poll a central server for updates.

Although many mobile applications are adopting SMS to exchange data, we observe one distinct commonality: nearly all applications constrain their use of SMS to its 140 byte payload (160 7-bit encoded characters). Several recent examples include [3, 21, 34, 37]. Applications that must exchange more than 140 bytes of data do so by fragmenting their data and sending it using a series of messages [35, 33]. These applications use a simple stop-and-wait protocol, which we describe in detail in Section 6.1.1. As mobile devices continue to become an integral part of daily life [16], we believe that applications will increasingly exploit the benefits of SMS and exchange increasingly larger amounts of data - particularly in developing regions where the cellular network is often the only means of communication. Our work aims to make efficient use of this communication channel.

2.2 Alternatives to SMS

Today, there are two major alternatives to SMS that mobile applications can use to reliably exchange data: cellular data services and the EMS. As a data channel, SMS is greatly inferior to EVDO, GPRS/EDGE, and other cellular data services. SMS has significantly lower data rates, high latency, a small fixed message size, and messages can be lost during transport. However, data services are expensive and sparsely deployed in many parts of the world. In developing regions, cellular data services are often non-existent [18], leaving SMS the only cost-effective, viable option for data communication.

The EMS is an application level extension to SMS [2]. Although EMS is defined to support up to 255 concatenated messages, the limited set of devices that support EMS typically constrain EMS messages to 918 bytes. EMS also suffers from poor service provider interoperability, and EMS messages typically cannot be exchanged between devices on different cellular networks. While EMS is an improvement over the existing approach and results in a lower message overhead and higher throughput, the lack of standardization and limited data size make it unsuitable for use as a general-purpose transport layer.

2.3 Prior work

Previous studies on SMS have primarily focused on the security and vulnerability of the service. The feasibility of denial-of-service attacks and bulk messaging are examined in [6, 36, 20]. Further work [23, 13, 10, 14] examines the increased load on the cellular network and the GSM signaling channel introduced by SMS.

In [39, 22] Zerfos et al. examine the characteristics of SMS from the perspective of a cellular service provider. In this work, Zerfos presents an analysis of SMS traces collected by a service provider in India over a three week period. The network traces consist of over 59 million messages exchanged by more than ten million users, which at the time represented approximately 10% of India’s total mobile subscribers. In this analysis, Zerfos classifies the current uses of SMS and measures how conversation threads progress across a series of messages. This work provides a preliminary classification of the behaviour of messages as they traverse the cellular network. In particular, the authors observe that nearly 5.1% of messages are lost during transit due to expiration or denial of delivery. They found that 73.2% of messages reach their recipient within a ten second delay, 17% require more than one minute, and the remainder take over an hour and a half. Their study also examines the service under flash crowd scenarios as regularly experienced by cellular networks during major holidays.

While this work provides valuable insight into the aggregate behaviour of SMS, it lacks the critical details needed to design a transport protocol. We therefore conduct a measurement study to acquire the necessary data to design a transport protocol. Our work complements the Zerfos study by examining SMS under bursty workloads and by examining the root causes of variation.

3. CHARACTERIZATION

The goal of this section is to define the channel characteristics of SMS. From this characterization we can derive algorithms that make efficient use of the channel. We begin this section with a system overview that motivates the key
characteristics of our study, followed by a discussion of our experiment parameters and methodology.

3.1 SMS overview

We begin our characterization of SMS with a brief overview of the service and describe the process of sending a point-to-point SMS message from one mobile device to another. This discussion is meant to highlight the variability inherent to the cellular network and motivate our experimental approach. Although this discussion is made in the context of GSM, SMS operates in a similar fashion over CDMA-based networks [31].

Consider a mobile device, otherwise known as a mobile station (MS), in an idle state in a particular cell. To send an SMS message, the MS begins by initiating a channel request over the random access channel of the base transceiver station (base station) that it is currently associated with. Since the random access channel is a shared channel, communicating over it can introduce random back-off delays due to the use of slotted ALOHA. The base station controller responds to the request by allocating a dedicated channel, allowing the MS to initiate transmission of its message. The transmitted message is relayed through the base station and base station control to the mobile switching center. The mobile switching center then forwards the message to the service center where the message is stored waiting for transmission to the recipient. Further details can be found in [32, 28, 7].

After sending the message, the MS returns to an idle state. While idle and camped in a cell, the MS monitors both the paging channel and the broadcast channels for changes to the settings of the current cell and the neighboring cells. If a neighboring cell has been identified as optimal, the MS begins by initiating a channel request over the random access channel of the base transceiver station (base station) that it is currently associated with. Since the random access channel is a shared channel, communicating over it can introduce random back-off delays due to the use of slotted ALOHA. The base station controller responds to the request by allocating a dedicated channel, allowing the MS to initiate transmission of its message. The transmitted message is relayed through the base station and base station control to the mobile switching center. The mobile switching center then forwards the message to the service center where the message is stored waiting for transmission to the recipient. Further details can be found in [32, 28, 7].

To deliver an SMS message to the final recipient, $\text{MS}_{\text{dest}}$, the service center signals the mobile switching center that it has a message to deliver to a specified MS. The mobile switching center then requests base station controllers in the location area to page the MS$_{\text{dest}}$. Once the MS$_{\text{dest}}$ receives the page, it requests a dedicated channel over the random access channel as before. Once the MS$_{\text{dest}}$ receives a dedicated channel it replies to the mobile switching center with a page response. The mobile switching center then begins to forward the SMS message to the MS$_{\text{dest}}$.

3.2 Channel characteristics

Our study focuses on understanding the following characteristics of SMS from the perspective of mobile applications using the service: transmission time, delay, loss rate, and message reordering.

The transmission of an SMS message requires that the MS first allocate a dedicated channel for transmission. Provided that the cellular network is provisioned to handle the channel request, transmission time is primarily affected by the cellular signal strength of the MS and delays introduced by random back-off when requesting a channel over the random access channel [28, 7]. The transmission time of a message is measured as the time required for an application to make a blocking call into the OS, for the device to establish a dedicated channel, and to successfully transmit the message. Occasionally a message may fail to transmit due to channel contention on the random access channel or failure to allocate a dedicated channel. Our study also examines the transmission failure rate and the time required for a transmission failure to be detected.

Every SMS message must enter the service center before it is transmitted to the $\text{MS}_{\text{dest}}$. The message is delayed within the service center before the $\text{MS}_{\text{dest}}$ responds to a broadcast page, establishes a dedicated channel, and responds to the page. If a message cannot be delivered to the receiver, further delays may be introduced while the service center waits to reattempt delivery. We measure the delay of an SMS message as the time between the sender initiating transmission and the receiver receiving the message.

Like other store-and-forward protocols, the service center is responsible for storing a message until it can be successfully delivered to its recipient(s). The message is not deleted from the service center until it is successfully delivered or cannot be delivered and expires. The expiration time of an SMS message is controlled by the cellular provider and is typically set to one day. Although $\text{MS}_{\text{dest}}$ can artificially inflate the loss rate by disabling the cellular radio or by leaving coverage, we assume that MSs remain within cellular coverage and are not engaged in a call or other activity that would inhibit the ability to establish a dedicated channel and exchange SMS messages. We measure the loss rate as the probability that a message is accepted by the network but not delivered to the $\text{MS}_{\text{dest}}$.

Messages may be reordered within the cellular network for a variety of reasons. Messages may traverse different paths that exhibit different transfer times, path lengths, and capacities. To increase capacity and robustness, the service center may be replicated; reordering may then occur as a natural side effect of parallelism. We consider two metrics when measuring reordering. The first metric considers the percentage of messages that are simply out-of-order. A message is out-of-order if its sequence number is less than the highest sequence number of its predecessors. For example, if sequentially numbered messages 0, 1, 3, 2 are received, message 2 is reordered, which indicates a 25% message reordering rate. This is equivalent to the reordering definition in [27], where “late” packets are declared reordered. Our second reordering metric considers the overall queuing delay introduced as a result of reordering. Referring to our previous example, if message i was received at time $t_i$, then the overall delay introduced by reordering would be $t_3 - t_1$ since message 2 was clearly sitting in a transmit queue while 3 was delivered.

3.3 Methodology

We evaluate the channel characteristics through a series of experiments to isolate parameters that can influence SMS.

3.3.1 Setup

Our experimental setup consists of a pair of Nokia 3390 cell phones tethered to Linux PCs and three pairs of different SMS-capable smartphones: the BlackBerry Pearl 8220 (Pearl), BlackBerry 8820 (8820), and the BlackBerry Bold 9000 (Bold). The three BlackBerrys allow us to run our test device as a native application on the device, and thus bypass any overhead associated with the serial connection between the PC and the tethered cell phone. Each BlackBerry also contains a different cellular radio, which allows us to assess the effect that different network interfaces may have on SMS service. The Pearl contains a MMB6000 radio from Freescale Semiconductor with a Sky77526 power amplifier
from Skyworks. The 8820 also contains an MMM6000 radio and a Freescale PMM6037 power amplifier. The Bold contains an RPF 09040B radio from Marvell Technology that supports 3G [30]. We equip each device with a SIM card from a major Canadian GSM service provider (Rogers Wireless [15]). Although our study is based solely on measurements from one service provider, we observed similar characteristics during preliminary experimentation in Paris, France. We expect that the networks in developed regions will exhibit different properties [39]. We will revisit the properties of alternate networks through simulation later in this paper.

On each smartphone we use the cellular network to provide accurate clock synchronization. The Linux PCs synchronize with a local NTP server. On each PC and smartphone we install a software test driver that is responsible for either sending or receiving SMS messages. The sending application formats SMS messages and transmits them to the receiver. Each SMS message contains a unique timestamp that represents the start of the experimental trial and a monotonically increasing message ID. This information, along with the transmission start and end times, are recorded in a file each time a message is transmitted. Through a simple user interface, the sending application can be configured to perform a variety of tests, which we will describe in the next section. Finally, this application provides trial statistics to aide the experimenter and manages each SIM card’s SMS quota1. The receiving application is responsible for parsing the received messages and extracting the timestamp corresponding to the trial and the message ID. This application also records the data to a file for later analysis. On the PC, we communicate with the cell phone using an open source application called Gammu [9].

On the smartphones, both the sending and receiving applications record the cell ID and signal strength of the base station that the device is currently associated with. This data is sampled at a rate of two Hz and is written to a file on each device. This information was not available on the cell phone. Throughout all experiments, each device was plugged in to an external power source. Preliminary experimentation found that removing external power had no affect on any output variables or signal strength. However, it is conceivable that future energy-aware cellular radios could exploit periods where external power is available to improve QoS by, for example, increasing their transmission power level. We note this attribute of our testbed for posterity.

### 3.3.2 Parameters

The characteristics of SMS may be influenced by the following tunable control parameters:

- **Intra-burst time**: To counter denial-of-service attacks and other suspicious behaviour, the mobile switching center could deny a MS’s request for a dedicated channel if it makes too many or too frequent requests. We define the intra-burst time for a message \( m_i \) as the amount of time that has passed since successfully transmitting message \( m_{i-1} \).

- **Transmission index**: The mobile switching center or service center could also introduce delays depending on the number of messages recently or currently being serviced. We define the transmission index of a message as its order in a series of back-to-back messages, or burst. Bursts of messages are differentiated by an inter-burst time that is much larger than the intra-burst time. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.

- **Network interface**: Different cellular radios have different tolerance for low signal and interference. The operating system may also affect the device’s ability to respond to a page. We therefore believe that the choice of device could have an effect on the quality of service experienced when sending or receiving SMS messages.

- **Time-of-day**: The time of the day or the day of the week could influence random access channel contention, dedicated channel allocation, and workload on the service center; thus altering the channel characteristics.

In addition to these control parameters, the following parameters cannot be controlled.

- **Signal strength**: The signal strength between the MS and the base station can fluctuate for a variety of reasons, such as: movement by the MS, changing weather conditions, attenuation by buildings, or interference by other MSs. A drop in signal strength can cause the MS to associate with a new base station, which may have an impact on the service.

- **Base station**: Different base stations can exhibit different levels of random access channel contention and available capacity. Although base station selection heuristics are designed to select the “optimal” base station, sub-optimal selections can be made that impact SMS. The process of changing base stations may also affect SMS.

- **Local subscriber traffic**: Without access to service provider’s records it is impossible for us to measure the effect that subscribers have on each other. We assume that the SMS infrastructure is sufficiently provisioned to ensure that subscribers have little affect on each other; however, at the edges of the network, channel contention can affect both the random access channel and allocation of dedicated channels. We compensate for local fluctuations by experimenting over long periods.

\[ \text{Figure 1: Relationship between intra-burst and inter-burst times.} \]

---

1 Unlimited SMS packages currently do not exist in Canada.

2 Although some service providers have been willing to share data [39], none of the service providers we contacted were willing to share data pertaining to their SMS service. This is not surprising given how lucrative the SMS market currently is [17].
- Cross traffic: Similarly, cross traffic within the cellular network may cause excessive loads at the service center. In this study, we are forced to assume that the service provider is sufficiently provisioned to mitigate any effect due to cross traffic.

Unfortunately, the ability to programmatically sample the signal strength and current base station are not available on all mobile devices, nor are they part of the Java CLDC standard [1]. We measure these properties to gain insight; however, incorporating them into our final SMS-TP would violate our CLDC compliance constraint and inhibit the portability of our SMS-TP implementation.

We now describe experiments that isolate the effect that these parameters have on each channel characteristic.

### 3.3.3 Experimentation

We conduct three experiments that isolate the effect of each parameter on our channel characteristics. In all experiments the sending and receiving devices are located in a low-density urban environment, physically stationary, and stored near an external building window to minimize unnecessary interference. The devices are also separated by approximately five km to guarantee that they are not associated with the same base station and compete for access to the same random access channel. This simple requirement was verified to be satisfied during experimentation.

#### Network Variation Experiment: The first experiment is designed to evaluate the effect of the time-of-day and the network interface used. This experiment consists of four week-long trials. In each trial a different device is used to transmit bursts of 55 messages per hour over the entire week. The value of 55 messages per hour was chosen to create statistically relevant samples while not exceeding the SMS quota on a single SIM card. In this experiment we configure the intra-burst time to be 500 milliseconds. The inter-burst time was configured to be $t = 3600 - \sum_{i=0}^{55} (t_i + 0.5)$ seconds to ensure messages were transmitted each hour.

#### Message Timing Experiment: Our second experiment examines the effect of intra-burst time by performing several additional week-long trials with varying intra-burst times. In this experiment we evaluate four additional intra-burst times: one, two, five, ten, and twenty seconds. As in the previous experiment, our inter-burst time is an hour minus the time needed to transmit all messages. Each hourly trial in this experiment consists of 55 messages for the same reason. Although in this experiment, we are not explicitly focused on decomposing any effect due to the time-of-day, it is necessary to conduct the trial over the entire week to hold the time-of-day as a fixed variable. Similarly, in this experiment we only use the 8820 devices to remove any effect introduced by the network interface.

#### Message Index Experiment: Our final experiment examines the effect of the transmission index. The previous two experiments were limited to bursts of 55 messages. This experiment consists of four additional trials where 1000 messages are exchanged between a pair of 8820s. This experiment uses the same 500 ms intra-burst time as in the network variation experiment. Throughout these experiments we assume that the effect caused by time-of-day is independent of the week of the year. While this is an assumption that previous studies have shown to be clearly wrong [11, 22], it is an assumption that we must make to assess the other input variables. To avoid periods of potential abnormality, we do not perform our experiments over any national holidays or major events.

We also assume that the behaviour of an SMS message is independent of the GSM port used. As of GSM 3.40 [2], SMS messages can be transmitted on one of 65536 ports. Although the Java SMS libraries included with BlackBerry support transmitting SMS messages on different ports, this feature is not common to all mobile platforms. Preliminary experimentation has shown that changing the GSM port has no effect. We therefore exclude the GSM port as an input variable and assume that this result holds for all GSM ports.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Over the course of our experiments we successfully exchanged 74,990 messages between pairs of cell phones and BlackBerry smartphones. We now present our analysis by considering each of our channel characteristics.

#### 4.1 Transmission time

We evaluate this characteristic by considering the effect of each parameter.

**Intra-burst time:** We evaluate the effect of intra-burst time by performing a series of $t$-tests that compare each trial’s confidence interval (CI) to the sample population mean. The 99% CIs for each intra-burst time are illustrated in Figure 2. Given that each CI contains over 9000 samples, we may ignore the fact that the 10 second test does not contain the population mean and conclude that transmission time is independent of the intra-burst time at a 99% confidence level.

**Transmission index:** We consider the effect of transmission index through a standard one-way analysis of variance that compares the transmission index of a message to the transmission time. In this analysis we assume that transmissions are independent events. The input to this analysis is the week-long 8820 trial from the network variation experiment and the extended 8820 data from the message index experiment. The combination of these two datasets consists of 13,878 SMS messages over approximately 194.45 hours. The independent variable in this analysis is the transmission index, and the dependent variable is the transmission time. For transmission time to be independent of the transmission index, we expect to see more variability within samples.
than between them. Our analysis revealed an F-test statistic of 0.078, which indicates that there is significantly more variability within samples of a particular transmission index than between them and that transmission time is therefore independent of the transmission index. We observed similar results in both the week-long Pearl and Bold datasets.

**Network interface:** The mean transmission time for the Nokia cell phone, Pearl, 8820, and Bold experiments was 6.02, 4.12, 3.84, and 3.94 seconds respectively. Using a t-test we found that there was no significant difference between smartphones at a 99% confidence level. The increased time needed to transmit using the cell phone was due to the overhead incurred through communication with the cell phone. Using Nokia’s FBUS protocol, messages are sent asynchronously by first injecting the message into the phone’s outbox. The phone is then polled to verify that the message has been sent. Sending the message took on average 1.5 seconds and a one second polling period added an average delay of 0.5 seconds.

The choice of device did have an effect on transmission failures. Over all smartphone experiments we observed a mean transmission failure rate of 3.07%. The failure rate for the Pearl, 8820, and Bold were 2.93%, 3.10%, and 3.18% respectively; again the rates are statistically equivalent. However, in the cell phone trials we observed a surprisingly low failure rate of 0.7%. The difference stems from the experiment driver’s interface with the cellular hardware. After Gammu injects the message into the phone’s outbox, the phone makes several attempts to establish a dedicated channel and deliver the message. It takes on average 11.14 seconds for the transmission to fail. In contrast, the Java API on the smartphones simply throws an exception to notify the experiment driver that a transmission failed. Detecting a failure on the smartphone takes a mean time of 3.71 seconds.

**Time-of-day:** We observed no significant correlation between the time-of-day and the transmission time. However, we did find that transmission failures are strongly correlated with the time-of-day. Approximately 51% of transmission failures occur during the business hours of 9 am and 6 pm. The remaining failures are uniformly distributed over the rest of the day.

### 4.2 Delay

Because SMS messages are delivered sequentially, delay is a characteristic that is tightly coupled with reordering. That is, messages may be delayed purely as a consequence of being reordered and placed in a delivery queue at a later time. Here we examine overall delay. The relationship between delay and reordering is examined in Section 4.4.

Over all the experiments using an intra-burst time of 500 ms, we observed a mean delay of 289.34 seconds in the cell phone trials, and mean delays of 67.23, 39.14, and 25.30 seconds for the Pearl, 8820, and Bold respectively. With over 9,000 samples each, this indicates a significant correlation between delay and the network interface used. These results are illustrated as a delay CDF in Figure 3(a).

We also found that delay was strongly correlated with the intra-burst time and the time-of-day.

**Intra-burst time:** Using the 8820, we found that the delay for messages with a 500 ms and one second intra-burst times is 39.12 seconds. Mean delay falls and stabilizes at 37.57 seconds using an intra-burst time of two seconds. These results are illustrated in Figure 3(b). Although the mean delay of messages with a two second intra-burst time is clearly within the 99% CI of the 500ms case, its low variability indicates a clear difference. Interestingly, we also observe that intra-burst times higher than two seconds offer no improvement in delay.

Given that a service center is capable of delivering multiple messages over one dedicated channel [7], we examine how...
delay impacts the message arrival rate. Surprisingly, despite high delays within the network, messages that are transmitted back-to-back are almost always delivered in batches at a rate of one message every 4 to 6 seconds. We illustrate this finding through the CDF of message arrival time in Figure 3(c). For messages sent with an intra-burst time of 500 ms, the 90 to 98 percentile indicates that the delay between batches of messages is at most approximately three times the mean inter-arrival rate. As we will discuss later in this section, the remaining messages with a high inter-arrival time are due to reordered messages that suffer abnormally high delays. For messages sent with an intra-burst time of 2 seconds, nearly 98% of messages are delivered at a steady rate between one message per 5 to 8 seconds. Although we are unable to determine when a device establishes and releases a dedicated channel, we believe that this is strong evidence that the device takes advantage of the channel to retrieve as many available messages as possible.

**Time-of-day:** Delay varies significantly over the course of a day. Across all trials, we observed that delay is minimized during the hours of midnight to 9 am. On the 8820, mean delay over this period was 42.87 seconds. During the business hours of 9 am to 6 pm mean delay increases to 104.29 seconds and falls to 21.69 seconds during the night. We illustrate the significant variation in mean delay over the day in Figure 4.

### 4.3 Loss

The loss rate differs significantly between the cell phone and smartphone trials. In the smartphone trials we lost only two messages, which represents a loss rate of approximately 0%. However, the cell phone trials produced a loss rate of 3.89% (approximately 50 messages per day), which is consistent with the results presented in [22]. Moreover, message losses were uniformly distributed over each hour of the day. Although we observed slightly more losses on Friday than on any other day of the week, we found that there is no significant difference between days of the week at a 95% confidence level.

The significant gap between the cell phone and smartphone trials was again due to communication errors with the cell phone. By polling the cell phone for updates, we strongly believe that the device was unable to respond to paging requests by the cellular network. Then after a series of failed retransmissions, the messages expired within the service center and were deleted. Communication errors with the cell phone also caused 2.91% of messages to be duplicated.
4.4 Reordering

Throughout all trials using an intra-burst time of 500 ms, we observed a global reordering rate of 3.41%. The reordering rate for cell phone, Pearl, 8820, and Bold are 3.01%, 3.73%, 3.07%, and 3.83% respectively. Given so few samples and the low variation between the four devices, we assume that message reordering is independent of the network interface. Our analysis of reordering therefore considers all samples from trials with an intra-burst time of 500 ms.

We found that message reordering is strongly correlated with base station changes and the time-of-day.

**Base station change**: We classify each reordered message according to the number of seconds before or after a change in base station. For clarity, this classification technique is illustrated in Figure 6. Over the course of our study, we observed 16 unique cell IDs. On average, a device actively sending or receiving messages spends 603.10 seconds associated with a base station before switching to another. The median amount of time that an active device spends on a single cell is 33.71 seconds. We illustrate the CDF for base station association time for both the sender and receiver in Figure 5(a). In this figure we note that the base station association times for each device are nearly identical.

On the sending side of our experiment, we found that there was no correlation between base station change and message reordering. We found that messages were equally likely to be reordered when sent before or after a base station change. This observation is illustrated by nearly identical distributions in Figure 5(b).

On the receiving side there is a significant correlation between base station change and message reordering. We observe a dramatic difference between the distributions of reorderings. As illustrated in Figure 5(c), nearly 70% of reordered messages are transmitted before the receiver switches to a new base station. Messages that are sent after the receiver makes a base station change are significantly less likely to be reordered. This distribution is illustrated in Figure 7(a). Interestingly, nearly 50% of the messages that are received out of order were received within the 45 seconds prior to a base station change. Despite a rigorous examination of signal strength and base station change patterns, we have no explanation for this observation; we include it to entice the curiosity of the reader.

**Time-of-day**: Finally, we consider the relationship between the delay introduced by message reordering and time. Over the course of a day, we observe a distinct difference between the frequency of base station changes and the occ-
The transmission time of SMS messages are independent of the intra-burst time, the transmission index, and the time-of-day.

The protocol does not need to regulate the transmission rate.

Delay is highly correlated with the network interface used and the time-of-day that the message is transmitted.

The protocol must tolerate highly variable delay.

Delay is independent of the transmission index of a message.

The protocol may be agnostic to the quantity of messages transmitted.

Devices utilize a dedicated channel to retrieve multiple messages from the service center. Despite high delays and reordering, messages are received at a steady rate in batches.

The protocol may assume a relatively constant message arrival rate.

Assuming that both the sending and receiving devices are camped on the cellular network, messages sent from one device to another are lost, in the worst case, 3.89% of the time. Losses that do occur are primarily due to software errors rather than the cellular network.

Message delivery is not guaranteed. The protocol must detect and correct missing fragments of data.

Messages are reordered at a mean rate of 3.41%. The probability that a message is reordered increases significantly during business hours.

The protocol must be tolerant of a high degree of message reordering.

Message reordering is strongly correlated with base station change.

No impact. Although message reordering could be reduced by actively monitoring signal strength, the ability to programmatically monitor the signal strength of a base station is not available on most mobile platforms [24].

Table 1: The impact of SMS channel characteristics on design of a transport protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Tx time</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Reordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>6.02 sec</td>
<td>289.34 sec</td>
<td>3.89%</td>
<td>3.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td>4.12 sec</td>
<td>67.23 sec</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8820</td>
<td>3.84 sec</td>
<td>39.14 sec</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold</td>
<td>3.94 sec</td>
<td>25.30 sec</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3.83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of device measurements.

4.5 Summary of results

We briefly summarize the key results of our characterization. Table 2 provides the mean values for each channel characteristic for each test device. Table 1 highlights the key findings of our characterization and how each results impacts the design of the transport protocol.

5. TRANSPORT PROTOCOL DESIGN

Although we predict that SMS messages will continue to decrease in monetary cost, the service is not yet free. In addition to the design criteria outlined in Table 1, our design must minimize the message overhead needed to exchange data. Minimizing message transmissions also reduces the amount of energy consumed on both the sender and receiver. Finally, our design is further motivated by the concurrent need to maximize data throughput over the SMS channel.

In preliminary experimentation we found that bidirectional SMS communication, where devices are simultaneously exchange SMS messages with each other, degrades performance significantly: transmission times and delays are greatly increased, nearly 45% of messages are reordered, and losses are frequent. While this result is a side effect of GSM
channel contention and not a fundamental property of SMS, (and thus not considered in our study), we must minimize bidirectional communication in our protocol design.

5.1 Protocol

The communication protocol between two SMS-TP clients is designed to support a wide variety of applications and user defined settings while maximizing the payload of a single message.

5.1.1 Flow control and error control

SMS-TP provides flow control and error control through a simplified version of the NETBLT protocol [4]. In NETBLT, the sender communicates with the receiver by exchanging a series of large data aggregates called buffers. When transferring a buffer, the sender fragments it into a set of packets. The packets are then sent across the network to the receiver where they are reassembled into the original buffer. When the last packet in the buffer arrives, the receiver then checks to see if all the packets in the buffer have been correctly received. The receiver then sends an ack to the sender containing a bitmap that indicates the packets that have been received or lost.

NETBLT has several distinct advantages that make it suitable for use in an SMS-based data transport protocol. Bidirectional transmission of SMS messages between devices is minimized through the use of a selective ack that is sent when all packets have been received or a timeout occurs. The selective ack also tolerates message reordering, random losses, and variable inter-arrival times. The low loss rate of SMS ensures that the few acks sent by a NETBLT receiver will almost always be delivered. Finally, NETBLT allows messages to be transmitted in a continuous burst. Given that our findings indicate that messages can be transmitted as rapidly as possible, this attribute of NETBLT significantly simplifies the complexity of our protocol implementation.

Our approach differs from NETBLT by using only one buffer that is bound to 32 KB in size; thus removing the need to coordinate block transfer and to reassemble blocks of data at the receiver. Like NETBLT, buffers are fragmented into SMS message sized chunks for transmission to the receiver. The sender initiates communication by sending a single message to the receiver that contains the size of the overall data, an integer representing the current transaction, and the first chunk of data to exchange. Upon receiving the initial message, the receiver may accept or reject the session by sending an ack back to the sender. If either message is lost, the sender will retransmit the original message several times before failing. We refer to the period of time needed for the sender to initiate communication and receive the initial ack as the setup delay.

After receiving the initial ack accepting the transaction, the sender begins transferring each remaining chunk of data within the body of an SMS message. When sending each message, the sender adapts to transmission failures by re-sending messages; however, the sender is not aware of losses or reordered messages in the network. The sender continues to transmit chunks of data until none remain.

5.1.2 Acknowledgement timers

Each message sent by the sender causes an ack timer to be reset. Because delay is independent of the transmission index, we know that the first message follows the same delay distribution as subsequent messages. We therefore set the timer duration to be twice the setup delay. Although this value may not be optimal, we found that in practice, a relaxed timer at the sender prevented many redundant message retransmissions. We have also observed that redundant retransmissions arrive after the original message approximately 96% of the time. When the timer expires, the sender begins retransmitting all non-acked chunks.

On the receiving side, the data chunk contained within each received message is placed into a pre-allocated buffer. The transport protocol must then decide whether or not a selective ack should be sent. We propose the following algorithm that exploits our finding that messages arrive at a steady inter-arrival rate in batches. Upon delivery of each message, the receiver computes the exponential moving average of message inter-arrival time. After receiving a message, the receiver sets a timer to $\beta$ times the inter-arrival time. Given that 98% of messages transmitted back-to-back arrive within three times the mean inter-arrival time, we consider $\beta = 3$ to be a reasonable selection. Messages that are delayed beyond this threshold are probably lost or subject to abnormally high delays due to reordering.

Upon expiration of the ack timer, the receiver immediately transmits an ack that indicates the chunks that have been received. The receiver then enters an exponential back-off by resetting the timer to $\gamma$ times its previous value. The choice of $\gamma$ is less critical than the choice of $\beta$. We found $\gamma = 2$ to be a reasonable selection; however, pathological networks, such as networks that are severely under provisioned, may require a more aggressive back-off rate.

**Algorithm 1 SMS-TP algorithm**

```plaintext
intra = START_VALUE
time_{recv} = time_{now}

while true do
  event ← wait for event
  if event = message received then
    add message to receive buffer
  if data fully received then
    send selective ack
    exit {Success}
  else
    if duplicate message then
      send selective ack
    end if
    if intra = $\alpha$(intra) + (1 − $\alpha$)(time_{now} − time_{recv})
      reset timer(time_{now} + intra * $\beta$)
    end if
    if time_{recv} = time_{now}
      else if event = timer expired then
        if retry_count > MAX RETRIES then
          drop partial data
          exit {Failure}
        else
          send selective ack
        end if
        retry_count = retry_count + 1
        reset timer(time_{now} + last timer value * $\gamma$)
      end if
    end if
  end while
```
If no messages are received after three ack retransmissions, then the sender is assumed to be gone and the receiver discards the current buffer. This technique allows the receiver to adapt to fluctuations in delay that cause message inter-arrival times to vary. The pseudocode for this algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. As in NETBLT, when the last chunk has been placed in the buffer, the receiver sends a complete ack to the sender. Because this final ack may be lost, the receiver maintains record of the completed data and retransmits completed acks as needed.

5.2 Architecture
The software architecture of SMS-TP was primarily influenced by the need for platform portability and code modularity. To run on a variety of resource constrained devices, the architecture minimizes memory allocation and copying by reusing objects, timers, and threads as often as possible. To provide clean integration with existing mobile systems and applications, SMS-TP also provides a series of APIs that abstract platform heterogeneity from the internal operation of the transport protocol.

We encourage the interested reader to see Section 3 in [26] for technical details on the software architecture, implementation, and APIs for third party applications.

5.3 Implementation
We have implemented the transport protocol as a library written in Java Micro Edition. Although Java is a portable language, most platforms provide auxiliary libraries to access device specific functionality or provide more memory-efficient data structures [24]. Our implementation is compliant with the Java CLDC and can therefore be embedded into existing applications running on Java enabled cell phones, smartphones, and PC environments. Our implementation can be downloaded for free [8].

6. EVALUATION
Our evaluation of SMS-TP consists of two stages. First, we evaluate the performance of the transport protocol using two sample Java applications that exchange data between a pair of SMS-TP enabled devices. This evaluation mimics the behaviour of a real deployment. The second stage of our evaluation simulates SMS service using a range of delay and loss rates.

6.1 Sample applications
Our first application is written in standard Java for Linux and the second is written in for BlackBerry. We use both the cell phone and BlackBerry 8820 to conduct our evaluation. Both devices were configured in the same way as in our previous experiments. For measurement purposes, all devices’ clocks are synchronized to either an NTP server or the cellular network. Each application operates as either sending or receiving mode. The sending application generates random data and sends the data to the receiver using the SMS-TP library; giving the receiving device’s phone number as the destination address. The receiving application blocks waiting for data from SMS-TP. Upon receiving data, the data is written to a file.

We evaluate SMS-TP by exchanging data in repeated intervals of 512 bytes, 1 KB, 2 KB, 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, and 32 KB. The results are compared to a calculated optimal case. In the optimal case, we simulate the transmission of each data bundle under perfect conditions. We use the constant mean transmission time and delay, with no losses, no reordered messages, and no transmission failures. Given these generous assumptions, it is not necessary to use SMS-TP: the optimal case does not require a header on each message and it can fragment data into full 140 byte SMS messages. The optimal case maximizes its use of pipelining to transfer messages as fast as possible. Our evaluation also includes an implementation of the approach used by existing applications, which we will describe next.

We conduct our evaluation during the hours of midnight to 6 am for consistency in our measurements. Our evaluation is focused on two key variables: message overhead and data throughput. When measuring throughput, we assume that the transaction is over when the receiver finishes writing the data to file, and not when the receiver receives the final ack.

6.1.1 Existing method
The method used by existing mobile applications to exchange data over SMS is both simple and reliable. Applications that must exchange more than 140 bytes of data do so by fragmenting their data and sending it using a series of messages [35, 33]. Because losses are known to occur in the cellular network [39], applications achieve reliable data transport by utilizing a per-message ack. After sending each message, the sender initiates a ack timer and blocks for a delivery receipt (ack) before sending the next message. If the timer expires before the ack is received, then the message is retransmitted. In our evaluation, we set the ack timeout to 160 seconds (approximately twice the measured RTT). Alternatively, the sender may utilize the delivery receipt mechanism in SMS to receive confirmation of delivery from the service center instead of the receiving device. The sender continues to send messages in series until the data is fully delivered. The one-to-one relationship between messages and acks negates the use of timers at the receiver. This protocol is therefore very simple to implement.

In this protocol, each message includes a small, fixed sized header that allows the fragments to be reassembled at the receiver. This header includes both the total size of the data and the sequence number of the current fragment. In our implementation, we represent the size and sequence number as two bytes each. The remaining 136 bytes of the message
are always used, with the exception of the last message, which is not required to use the entire 136 byte payload. Although this method is both easy to implement and reliable, it is inefficient. This method at least doubles the number of messages required to transfer the data and significantly increases the time needed to transfer the underlying data.

### 6.1.2 Message overhead

The message overhead (99% CI) for transferring each data size for each of the three cases using the 8820 is illustrated in Figure 8. We found that the overhead using the cell phone was statistically equivalent. As expected, we found that SMS-TP offered a nearly 50% gain over the existing method. This gain is due to our consolidation of acknowledgement into a single selective ack sent when the receiver has received all of the messages, or a timeout occurs. There were no retransmissions as a result of ack timeouts in our evaluation of the existing method. In the worse case, the message overhead of SMS-TP was only 8.5% below the optimal case.

### 6.1.3 Throughput

We found that SMS-TP yields a significant improvement in data throughput over the existing method. We illustrate the results of our evaluation for both the cell phone and smartphone in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) respectively. Using the cell phones, we found that SMS-TP improves throughput by as much as 499% when transferring 32 KB of data. Using the smartphone, we found that throughput leveled off when transferring 8 or more KB of data. Using the smartphones, our protocol improves throughput over SMS by as much as 545%! The significant gap in throughput between the cell phones and smartphones is primarily due to frequent communication failures with the cell phone that inhibit the phone’s ability to send and receive messages and deliver messages to the PC over the serial connection. It is a testament to SMS-TP’s design that such throughput gains can be made in the presence of frequent failures; we expect that in the absence of these communication failures, data throughput using a tethered cell phone would improve dramatically.

We also found that in the worse case SMS-TP lags behind the optimal case by approximately 40%. Given the generosity of the assumptions made in the optimal case, we believe that this is a good first step. Narrowing this gap (if possible) will be an area of future study.
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6.2 Simulation

In the second phase of our study we examine the effect of alternate loss rates and delay on the message overhead and the throughput of SMS-TP through simulation. We select alternate characteristics from within the 90 percentile of values observed by Zerfos in [39]. Our simulation therefore examines the performance of SMS-TP when deployed in a developing region.

Our simulation consists of two unmodified instances of SMS-TP, each initialized with an SMS Handler that simulates both the device and cellular network. Each message enqueued for transmission by an SMS-TP instance is subject to transmission and propagation delays using specified mean and standard deviation values. Messages are also discarded by the simulator as a configurable loss rate. Messages that are not discarded are delivered to the destination SMS-TP instance, which can respond using the same simulated channel. The simulation library is included as part of SMS-TP distribution [8].

Our evaluation consists of three loss rates: 1%, 5%, and 10%. Delay also varies between 30 seconds to 180 seconds. In each trial we use a mean transmission time of 3.8 seconds and exchange 16 KB of random data.

6.2.1 Message overhead

The mean total message overhead is illustrated in Figure 10(a) (95% CI). Under a 1% loss rate and low delay, the simulation is statistically equivalent to our previous results. Under low-loss and high-delay conditions, message overhead increases by less than 10%. Under high-loss and high-delay conditions, the receiving instance of SMS-TP will occasionally send a premature ack, which causes the sender to retransmit copies of messages that may still be in transit. The increase in acks (control messages) as a percentage of total message overhead is illustrated in Figure 10(b).

6.2.2 Throughput

Similarly, under low-loss, low-delay conditions, the simulation yields similar throughput: approximately 20 bytes / second for our 16 KB trial. These results are illustrated in Figure 11. The pipelined approach to message transmission mitigates the effect of message losses on throughput. Even under high-loss conditions, throughput remains within 20% of the low-loss throughput boundary. When subject to high delays throughput falls to approximately 10 bytes / second and message losses have negligible affect on throughput. Interestingly, under high-loss, high-delay conditions, SMS-TP outperforms the existing method, evaluated under low-loss, low-delay conditions, by a factor of two.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented the successful design and implementation of an efficient and reliable SMS-based data transport protocol. We motivated the design of our transport protocol through an empirical study that characterizes the behaviour of the cellular network under bursty workloads. This study complements existing SMS studies by considering factors that affect SMS: intra-burst time, transmission order, the network interface used, time-of-day, signal strength, and base station changes. To our knowledge, it is the first paper that measures SMS from the perspective of mobile applications using the service. Among many interesting results, we were surprised to find that the cellular network does not inhibit rapid transmission of SMS messages, message delay varies significantly over the day, and that messages transmitted back-to-back are almost always delivered in batches at a steady rate. Although our findings are based on one network and a limited number of devices, preliminary experimentation on GSM networks in both the United States and Europe suggest that other networks and devices will exhibit similar properties. As the first study to examine SMS from the applications’ perspective, rather than from within a service provider’s network, we believe that our work will serve as a basis for future study. Using our publicly available measurement tools and scripts, we plan to expand our dataset to include additional cellular networks in other countries.

The transport protocol has been implemented as a stand-alone Java ME library that is CLDC compliant and runs on a wide range of cell phones, smartphones, and PC environments. Our implementation has a memory footprint of only 33 KB and can be easily integrated with existing mobile systems. Using this implementation, we show that the transport protocol outperforms existing techniques by reducing message overhead by as much as 50% and by increasing data throughput by as much as 54% over the approach used by existing mobile applications.

We believe that this work has the greatest potential impact in developing regions where alternatives to SMS are either expensive, poorly deployed, or do not exist. Our SMS-TP implementation is currently used to provide high-priority, moderate-latency communication to rural kiosks in the VLink delay-tolerant networking system [38], as a control channel in the MobiTether middleware [25], and to exchange cryptographic information between mobile devices in NearbyFriend [40]. We believe that many other mobile systems, both in the developed and developing world, could benefit from this work.
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